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This paper establishes the importance of even the lowest possible
level of space bounded computations. We show that DLOG does not
coincide with NLOG if and only if there exists a tally set in NSPACE
(log log n)"DSPACE(log log n). This result stands in perfect analogy to
the related results concerning linear space or exponential time. Moreover,
the above problem is equivalent to the existence of a function s(n), with
arbitrarily slow or rapid growth rate, that is nondeterministically fully
space constructible but cannot be constructed deterministically. We also
present a ‘‘hardest’’ fully space constructible s(n) # O(log log n), a func-
tional counterpart of log-space complete languages. These nonrelativized
results are obtained by the use of oracle machines consuming much larger
amount of space, in range between n and 2d } n. ] 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The classical structural complexity theory concerns the analysis of computational
resource requirements for certain classes of problems and the study of relations
between various complexity classes. Recent years have brought some light to the
theory of space bounded computations. It turned out that log n is the most signifi-
cant boundary among all space complexity bounds.
First, we have the surprisingly short proof that NSPACE(s(n)) is closed under
complement, for s(n) # 0(log n) [19, 27]. This implies that the alternating hierarchy
of space bounded computations collapses to the first level, i.e., NSPACE(s(n))=
7k-SPACE(s(n))=6k-SPACE(s(n)), for each k1 and each s(n) # 0(log n). On
the other hand, by much more complicated arguments [6, 13, 23], we know that
this hierarchy is infinite for s(n) # o(log n). The situation is even more complicated
if we consider sublogarithmic space complexity classes restricted to tally languages
(the lack of any structure on the input tape); here we have 71-SPACE(s(n)) & 1*=
61-SPACE(s(n)) & 1* together with 72-SPACE(s(n)) & 1*{62-SPACE(s(n)) & 1*;
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i.e., the collapse at the first level does not imply the same collapse for the higher
levels [11, 12, 13]. Moreover, there is a substantial difference between uniform and
nonuniform models of computation, since the nonuniform hierarchy does collapse
even for s(n) # o(log n) [8].
This clearly shows that the space below log n is radically different from above.
On the other hand, we do have DSPACE(s(n)) closed under complement inde-
pendent of whether s(n) # 0(log n) [26]. The same holds for some space hierarchy
results. This indicates that many important results (but not all) hold on both sides
of the log n space boundary, although the proofs are quite different and often highly
involved.
At first glance, machines working in sublogarithmic space look very weak. We do
not have enough space, for example, to count the number of reachable configura-
tions, to remember an input head position, or to detect an infinite cycle by counting
executed steps. Nevertheless, by using some new translation techniques, we shall
show that the sublogarithmic space classes contain, in a unary encoded form,
languages belonging to higher complexity levels. Most important, the following two
statements are equivalent:
(i) DLOG{NLOG,
(ii) DSPACE(log log n) & 1*{NSPACE(log log n) & 1*.
This result stands in perfect analogy to the facts that DSPACE(n){NSPACE(n) if
and only if DLOG & 1*{NLOG & 1* [25], and DTIME(2d } n){NTIME(2d } n) if
and only if P & 1*{NP & 1* [15].
It is interesting that the implication from log n to log log n uses a ‘‘detour’’ via
relativized complexity classes consuming a much larger amount of space, ranging
between linear and exponential levels. Thus, (i) and (ii) are equivalent to
(iii) a separation of nondeterminism from determinism for relativized machines
using linear space; i.e., an exhibition of a nondeterministic linear bounded oracle
Turing machine that cannot be simulated by an equivalent deterministic machine,
(iv) the same separation for oracle machines using an exponential amount of
work tape space and recognizing tally inputs,
(v) or, more general, a separation for oracle space bounded machines with
a ‘‘well-behaved’’ space bound s(n) between n and 2d } n, using bounded witness
languages.
Here we use the oracle access mechanism that limits the length of oracle queries by
the size of the work tape. The most frequent objection against this model is that
there exist oracles A such that A  NLOGA. We do not think it is a ‘‘real’’
anomaly, this only reflects the obvious fact that the membership of a string x in the
set A cannot be deduced by testing membership for some shorter strings. After all,
as we shall see later, this oracle model turned out to be a very useful tool to obtain
nonrelativized results.
An interesting problem, open for many years (see, e.g., [7]), is whether
(vi) there exists a function s(n) that is fully space constructible by nondeter-
ministic but not by deterministic Turing machines.
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In particular, it was observed [28] that by exhibiting such a function in
O(log log n) we could separate DSPACE(log log n) from NSPACE(log log n). We
shall show that this task is much harder than was expected, since (vi) is equivalent
to (i)(v). Note that (vi) does not say anything about the growth rate of s(n);
hence, even s(n) # O(log log n) separates at least DLOG from NLOG. We even
have a ‘‘hardest’’ fully space constructible s(n) # O(log log n), a functional counter-
part of the log-space complete languages.
This shows that there is a tight connection between computations using
extremely little space and those using ‘‘large’’ amounts of space. In addition, the
connection becomes tighter if we consider languages with low information content,
such as, e.g., tally sets.
To provide the reader with some support and better orientation, Fig. 2 (shown
at the end of the paper) illustrates which theorems, lemmata, or corollaries are used
to prove the equivalence of statements (i)(vi).
We begin in Section 2 by introducing the basic computational models and space
complexity classes. Section 3 reviews log-space completeness and translation techni-
ques from the literature and puts them in the form suitable for application in Sec-
tion 4. Namely, by a precise analysis of the proof in [14], stating that space com-
plexity classes do not have contradictory relativizations, we get that the argument
hides a potentially stronger statement than claimed in its formulation. The proce-
dure transforming nondeterministic oracle machines into their deterministic equiv-
alents is so independent that it does not utilize any a priori information about the
used oracle. This becomes crucial in Section 4.
Section 4 proves the main results of the paper, among others, the equivalence of
(i)(vi). Besides relativization, mentioned above, it is based on the following obser-
vation. It is well known that several work tapes do not increase the computational
power of space bounded machines, since they can be simulated by a single work
tape, with no overhead in space. Nevertheless, the use of two work tapes allows us
to define formally what machine wants to compute in certain segments of computa-
tion, and hence obtain the results of such segments in a different way, skipping
simulation. (See Theorem 4.4).
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Basic Computational Models
As a standard model (acceptor), we shall consider a nondeterministic Turing
machine equipped with a finite state control, a two-way read-only input tape (with
input enclosed between two end markers), and a separate semi-infinite two-way
readwrite work tape (initially empty, containing only blank symbols). This model
was introduced in [16] to study computations capable of using less than linear
space.
Definition 2.1. (a) A memory state of a Turing machine is an ordered triple
q=(r, u, j) , where r is a state of the machine’s finite control, u is a string of work
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tape symbols (the nonblank content of the work tape), and j is an integer satisfying
1 j|u|+1 (the position of the work tape head).
(b) A configuration is an ordered pair k=(q, i) , where q is a memory state
and i is an integer denoting the position of the input tape head.
(c) A size of the memory state or configuration is the number of used work
tape cells, i.e., |u|.
Sometimes we use a deterministic transducer equipped with an additional one-
way write-only output tape. The content of the output is not incorporated into
memory states or configurations.
A further variation will be an oracle machine, making queries to an oracle
language A, both for acceptors and transducers. Intuitively, an oracle query to A
may be viewed as a call of an external procedure checking if some x # A. Such a
call is performed by writing x on a separate second work tape (we allow two-way
readwrite oracle tapes), after which the machine enters a special query state r? .
The result is passed back via two possible return states ryes , rno; the oracle tape is
cleared. The content of the oracle tape and its head position now become com-
ponents of the memory state; hence, the query length is limited by the space bound.
A machine B relativized with access to an oracle A will be denoted by BS(A), to
emphasize the use of space bounded queries.
Before passing further, we shall put our Turing machines in the following normal
form.
Lemma 2.2. For each deterministic or nondeterministic Turing machine A, there
exists an equivalent machine A$ using the same amount of space on each input, such
that, for each s0,
v A$ has a unique accepting configuration of size s,
v A$ has a unique computation step extending the used work tape space from s
to s+1.
Proof. We shall replace the original machine A by a new machine A$ that uses
two additional work tape symbols b and b R . At the beginning, A$ rewrites the first
blank cell by b R . From this point forward A$ simulates A with b R placed always as
the rightmost nonblank symbol on the work tape. Each time the simulation drives
A$ to visit b R , A$ ‘‘resets’’; i.e., (i) A$ moves the input head to the left end marker,
(ii) clears up the work tape by rewriting the used cells by b (including b R), (iii) and
then it rewrites the first unused cell by b R. This is done in the unique space extending
configuration. (iv) Finally, A$ restarts the entire simulation from the very beginning,
now having marked one more work tape cell. The symbol b is not distinguished
from the original blank while being read on the work tape.
Similarly, the tape is cleared before acceptance. K
2.2. Basic Space Complexity Classes
In this section, we introduce the basic modes of space complexity and clarify how
they are related to each other, as well as clarify the role of space constructibility.
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There were two main modes studied in the literature, namely, strongly and weakly
space bounded machines.
Definition 2.3. For a function s: N  N, call a nondeterministic Turing
machine
(a) strongly s(n) space bounded, if, for each input of length n, no computation
path uses more than s(n) cells on the work tape,
(b) weakly s(n) space bounded, if, for each accepted input of length n, there
exists at least one accepting computation path using at most s(n) work tape cells.
The classes of languages accepted by strongly and weakly O(s(n)) space bounded
nondeterministic machines will be denoted by strong-NSPACE(s(n)) and weak-
NSPACE(s(n)), and their deterministic variants by strong-DSPACE(s(n)) and
weak-DSPACE(s(n)), respectively. The class of functions computed by strongly
O(s(n)) space hounded deterministic transducers will be denoted by FSPACE(s(n)).
DLOG, NLOG, FLOG, DLBA, and NLBA will be used to denote the corre-
sponding logarithmic strong-xSPACE(log n) or linear strong-xSPACE(n) classes.
The shorthand notation SPACE(s(n)), with no prefix ‘‘D’’ or ‘‘N,’’ indicates that
some statements hold both for deterministic and nondeterministic space classes.
Similarly, DSPACE(s(n))S( } ), NSPACE(s(n))S( } ), and FSPACE(s(n))S( } ) denote
the corresponding classes of O(s(n)) space bounded oracle machines, i.e., (non)-
deterministic acceptors or transducers, respectively (with the usual mode prefixes
strong- or weak-). A corresponding notation DLOGS( } ), NLOGS( } ), FLOGS( } ),
DLBAS( } ), and NLBAS( } ) is used for logarithmic and linear space bounds.
Finally, for oracle machines from a class CS( } ), the class of languages recognizable
by such machines with access to an oracle A will be denoted by CS(A).
We shall also consider special kinds of inputs having a very low information
content.
Definition 2.4. For a function z : N  N, call a language L  [0, 1]* z(n)-
bounded if each w # L of length n contains at most z(n) zeros. L is bounded if it is
z(n)-bounded for some constant function z. L is tally (or unary), if it is 0-bounded,
i.e., if L1*.
Let C be a class of languages. Then the subset of C restricted to tally languages
will be denoted by C & 1*.
For example, the fact that the language L=[1n 01m; n{m] # weak-DSPACE
(log log n)"strong-DSPACE(o(log n)) should be interpreted as follows: (i) we have
a machine A not using more space than log log n to prove that ‘‘good’’ inputs are
in L and (ii) each machine A$ (including A itself ) must use at least space log n to
prove that w  L, for some ‘‘bad’’ inputs. This reminds us of the difference between
the best and worst case analyses for the same algorithm. In [31], these two modes
are referred to as ‘‘accepting’’ and ‘‘running’’ complexities. Some ‘‘middle’’ modes in
between have been studied as well (see, e.g., [5, 30]).
An interesting observation, presented in [30, Theorem 7.5.1], is the fact that
weak-SPACE(s(n)) is closed under complement if and only if weak-SPACE(s(n))=
strong-SPACE(s(n)). We shall now put this result in a slightly different form.
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Theorem 2.5. For each s(n), L # strong-DSPACE(s(n)) if and only if L, Lc #
weak-DSPACE(s(n)). For nondeterministic space classes, the same holds under the
assumption s(n) # 0(log n).
Proof. We shall only review the nondeterministic case.
The ‘‘O’’ part is obvious: First, by the technique of inductive counting [19, 27],
we have that strong-NSPACE(s(n)) is closed under complement. Second, it is easy
to see that strong-NSPACE(s(n))weak-NSPACE(s(n)).
Conversely, suppose that both L and Lc are in weak-NSPACE(s(n)). Having two
weakly s(n) space bounded nondeterministic machines A and Ac for L and Lc,
respectively, we can design a strongly bounded machine A$ for L: Beginning with
s=log n,
(i) A$ accepts if A has an accepting computation path not using space above s.
(ii) Similarly, A$ rejects if Ac has an accepting path within the space s.
(iii) A$ extends the space from s to s+1 and repeats (i) and (ii) only if
neither A nor Ac have accepting paths within the space s. This is verified by induc-
tive counting applied to both machines.
Since each input w of length n will be accepted either by A or by Ac within space
s(n), A$ is strongly O(s(n)) space bounded.
The proof for the deterministic case parallels the above argument, replacing
inductive counting by the Backward Depth-First Search technique of Sipser [26].
Since Sipser’s simulation did not depend on the assumption s(n) # 0(log n), we can
now start from s=1. K
The above theorem clearly shows that the relation of strong-SPACE(s(n)) to
weak-SPACE(s(n)) replicates, in a much smaller scale, the recursive : recursively
enumerable relation, regardless of whether we consider deterministic or nondeter-
ministic machines. Removing all s(n)-space limitations from Theorem 2.5, we get
the classical proof stating that L is recursive if and only if both L and Lc are recur-
sively enumerable.
There exists a third important mode, the so-called demon machine [7], whose
importance has been somehow overlooked. Demon machines were introduced to
study what might be computed if s(n) were fully space constructible; the machines
do not have to worry about allocating space resources required for the computa-
tion, having marked-off space s(n) automatically.
Definition 2.6. A demon s(n) space bounded machine is an ordinary Turing
machine equipped with a special space limit marker placed exactly s(n) positions
away from the initial position on the work tape, for every input of length n. This
space marker can be detected, but not rewritten. The machine rejects if it ever tries
to use more space than s(n).
The corresponding classes of languages will be denoted by demon-
NSPACE(s(n)) and demon-DSPACE(s(n)).
Definition 2.7. (a) A function s: N  N is nondeterministically fully space
constructible if there exists a nondeterministic Turing machine A such that, for each
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input of length n, no computation path of A uses more space than s(n) and at least
one computation path uses exactly space s(n).
(b) If the machine A is deterministic, then s(n) is (deterministically) fully
space constructible.
(c) A function s: N  N is (non)deterministically approximately space con-
structible, if there exists a (non)deterministically fully space constructible function
s$(n) # 3(s(n)).
(d) A function f : N  N is fully constructible in space s(n), if there exists a
deterministic Turing machine A such that, for each input of length n, A marks off
f (n) work tape cells, not using more space than s(n).
Clearly, strong-SPACE(s(n))weak-SPACE(s(n))demon-SPACE(s(n)); since
(i) a strongly space bounded machine satisfies weak requirements automatically, (ii)
there is an accepting path of a weak machine which never tries to use space above
s(n); hence, we can modify the machine and abort each computation path trying to
use space above the initially allocated space limit.
Here traditional folklore was wrong, assuming that the difference between strong
and weak modes disappears for space bounds above log n. However, the difference
actually disappears for space constructible bounds, independent of whether
s(n) # 0(log n). Moreover, the exact full space constructibility is not required here,
an approximate constructibility is sufficient, as in most applications [31].
If we can construct s$(n) satisfying (1c1) } s(n)s$(n)c2 } s(n), then a weakly
s(n)-space bounded machine can be replaced by a strongly bounded one, since com-
putations consuming space above c1 } s$(n)s(n) can be aborted, using at most
space c1 } c2 } s(n). In addition, once we can construct s(n) exactly, we can properly
initialize any demon machine.
Corollary 2.8. (a) For each approximately space constructible function s(n),
weak-SPACE(s(n))strong-SPACE(s(n)), hence, strong-SPACE(s(n))=weak-
SPACE(s(n)).
(b) If, moreover, s(n) is fully space constructible, then demon-SPACE(s(n))
strong-SPACE(s(n)), and hence we have strong-SPACE(s(n))=weak-SPACE(s(n))=
demon-SPACE(s(n)).
Thus, for fully space constructible bounds, we shall omit the prefixes strong,
weak, and demon. All ‘‘normal’’ functions we usually deal with are fully space con-
structible (see, e.g., [18, 30]). Moreover, each fully space constructible function is
also approximable. On the other hand, an approximately space constructible func-
tion need not even be recursive; e.g., consider H(n)=n2+hn , where hn=1 or 0,
depending on whether the Turing machine Tn (in the standard enumeration) halts
on every input, approximated by H$(n)=n2.
3. ABOVE log(n)
This section reviews some classical results concerning superlogarithmic space
complexity classes and puts them in the form suitable for application in Section 4.
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Among others, we shall prove the implications (ci) O (ciii) O (cv) O (civ) of
the ‘‘big loop’’ presented in the Introduction.
3.1. Traveling in Graphs
In 1970 Savitch [25], observed that GAP, the set of directed graphs such that
there is a path connecting the first and last nodes, is NSPACE(log n) complete. We
first recall some definitions and results. The directed graph G=(V, E), with
V[1, ..., n] and EV_V, can be represented by a Boolean n_n adjacency
matrix, written row by row on the input tape; i.e.,
E=e11 } } } e1n *e21 } } } e2n * } } } *en1 } } } enn ,
with eij=1 if and only if the edge i  j # E. Then the language GAP may be viewed
as a set of matrices for which there exists a path from the node 1 to the node n in
the corresponding graph.
Lemma 3.1 [25]. (a) The language GAP # NLOG.
(b) GAP is complete for NLOG under FLOG reductions.
Proof. (a) The machine NGAP guesses nondeterministically the path from 1 to
n. First, let i=1. Then, for the ‘‘current’’ node i, NGAP finds the ith row of the
matrix on the input and replaces nondeterministically i by j, for some j satisfying
eij=1. This is repeated until NGAP reaches i=n.
(b) Let N be an arbitrary NLOG machine. For any input w of length n, we
can consider a directed graph GN , w the nodes of which are labeled by numbers
corresponding to the binary coded configurations of N using at most space O(log n)
and the edges represent single computation steps of N on w. Let EN, w be the
adjacency matrix representation of GN, w .
By some syntax convention, the finite control state, the content of the work tape,
and the head positions both for the work and input tapes can be decoded from the
binary strings representing the row or column numbers. Note that the input w is
not included in configurations (see Definition 2.1); hence, the node numbers are in
range 1, 2, 3, ..., 2d } log n, for some machine dependent constant d1. (Without loss
of generality, we assume that the initial and final configurations are coded by 1 and
2d } log n, respectively).
We can now easily construct a log-space transducer FN that prints on the one-
way output tape the matrix EN, w . FN simply executes two nested loops for
i, j=1, ..., 2d } log n, and prints eij=1 or 0, depending on whether there is a legal
single-step move from the configuration i to j. Recall that the input head position
can be decoded from the binary representation of i ; hence, FN can consult its input
tape for the symbol scanned by N in the configuration i.
Thus, for each NLOG acceptor N, we have a deterministic FLOG transducer
FN , such that, for each w # [0, 1]*, its output w$=FN(w) # GAP if and only if
w # L(N). K
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Lemma 3.2 [25]. GAP # DLOG if and only if DLOG=NLOG.
Proof. The ‘‘o’’ part is obvious by Lemma 3.1a. Conversely, for a given NLOG
machine N, the corresponding deterministic machine DN simulates the deterministic
GAP recognizer DGAP on w$=FN(w) and accepts if and only if w$ # GAP.
Since DN does not have enough space to store w$ on the work tape, DN uses the
FLOG transducer FN of Lemma 3.1b to imitate a virtual input tape containing w$.
Each time the simulation of the next step of DGAP on the input w$ demands to
examine the ith cell of w$, for some i, DN reruns the entire computation of FN on
w from the very beginning, until the ith symbol of w$ is printed by FN on the out-
put.
DN remembers only the work tapes for FN and DGAP , as well as the tape posi-
tions of all heads for both machines. Since w$ is of length 2d } log n_2d } log n and DGAP
is a DLOG machine, a space O(log n) suffices for DN . K
An interesting extension of the above results was used in [14] to show that the
logarithmic space does not have contradictory relativizations: DLOG=NLOG if
and only if, for each oracle A, DLOGS(A)=NLOGS(A). A careful analysis shows
that the argument hides a potentially stronger statement than claimed, namely, the
transformation of a given nondeterministic oracle machine into its deterministic
counterpart does not depend on any properties of the used oracle A (cf.
Theorem 3.5).
Definition 3.3. Let C 1
S(} ), C 2
S(} ) be two classes of oracle machines. We say
that C 1
S( } ) can be simulated in C 2
S( } ), written C 1
S( } ) O C 2
S( } ), if, for each machine
M1
S( } ) # C 1
S( } ), there exists M 2
S( } ) # C 2
S( } ) such that, for each oracle A, L(M 1
S(A))
=L(M 2
S(A)). The classes C 1
S( } ) and C 2
S( } ) are equivalent, written C 1
S( } )#C 2S( } ), if
C1
S( } ) O C 2
S( } ) and C 2
S( } ) O C 1
S( } ).
Note that to separate DSPACE(s(n))S( } ) from NSPACE(s(n))S( } ) it is sufficient to
present a machine N # NSPACE(s(n))S( } ) such that, for each D # DSPACE(s(n))S( } ),
we can find an oracle A satisfying L(NS(A)){L(DS(A)). On the other hand, to
negate (\A)(DSPACE(s(n))S(A)=NSPACE(s(n))S(A)), we must show, for some
oracle A and some N # NSPACE(s(n))S( } ), that, for each D # DSPACE(s(n))S( } ), we
have L(N S(A)){L(DS(A)).
Lemma 3.4 [14]. For each nondeterministic acceptor NS( } ) # NLOGS( } ), there
exists a deterministic transducer FN
S( } ) # FLOGS( } ) such that, for each oracle A and
each input w, FN
S( } ) prints w$ # GAP if and only if w # L(NS(A)).
Proof. Let NS( } ) be an arbitrary NLOGS( } ) machine. For each oracle A and
input w, we can again compute a directed graph of configurations GAN, w of size
2d } log n_2d } log n. Now the oracle query tape and its head position are also incor-
porated into the configuration. (But again, only the head position for the input is
considered).
The deterministic FLOGS( } ) transducer FN
S( } ) printing EAN, w , the Boolean
adjacency matrix for GAN, w , now uses four tapes; (i) two-way input, (ii) two-way
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O(log n) space bounded readwrite work tape, (iii) one-way output, and (iv) two-
way O(log n) space bounded readwrite query tape. Recall that not only the input
head position, but also the content of the query tape can be decoded from the
binary description of the configuration i. Hence, FN
S( } ) can read the input tape for
the symbol scanned by the input head in i and consult its oracle if NS( } ) enters the
query state r? in i. Thus, FN
S( } ) can decide whether there is a legal single-step move
from the configuration i to j.
Again, for each i, j=1, ..., 2d } log n, FN
S( } ) computes the correct values of eij and
prints the adjacency matrix EAN, w . Thus, FN
S( } ) prints w$=FN
S(A)(w) # GAP if and
only if w # L(NS(A)), for each oracle A and input w. K
Theorem 3.5. The following statements are equivalent:
v GAP # DLOG,
v DLOG=NLOG,
v DLOGS(A)=NLOGS(A), for each oracle A,
v DLOGS( } )#NLOGS( } ).
Proof. The ‘‘o’’ part is obvious: if DLOGS( } )#NLOGS( } ), then DLOGS(A)=
NLOGS(A), for each oracle A. For A=< we get DLOG=NLOG; hence, GAP #
DLOG.
The rest of the proof mirrors Lemma 3.2. For a given NLOGS( } ) machine NS( } ),
the corresponding machine DN
S( } ) again simulates the deterministic GAP recognizer
DGAP , now using the deterministic FLOGS( } ) transducer FN
S( } ) of Lemma 3.4,
equipped with an additional query tape. For each oracle A and each input
w, DN
S(A) accepts w if and only if w$=FN
S(A)(w) # GAP, i.e., if and only if N S(A)
accepts w. K
A strong result has been presented in [14]: DLOG=NLOG if and only if
DSPACE(s(n))S(A) = NSPACE(s(n))S(A), for each fully space constructible
s(n)  log n and each oracle A. The ‘‘O’’ part is a simple consequence of
Theorem 3.7 below. Conversely, GAP # NLOG"DLOG yields an oracle separating
DSPACE(s(n))S(A) from NSPACE(s(n))S(A). For details, see [14]. Related results
for a slightly different oracle access can be found in [21].
3.2. From log(n) to Higher Levels
Using some translation techniques, we can extend the results of Section 3.1 to
higher space levels: if GAP # DLOG, then DSPACE(s(n))=NSPACE(s(n)) for
each s(n)log n. In general, Savitch [25] observed that if determinism and non-
determinism are equal for some SPACE(s1(n)), then they collapse for all levels
above s1(n) as long as s1(n)log n is fully space constructible and satisfies,
for some constants d1 , d2 > 0, d1 } s1(n & 1)  s1(n)  d2 } s1(n & 1) (cf. [30,
Theorem 9.1.1]). We shall present a slightly modified proof, which allows us to use
a less restrictive assumption s1(n)d } max[s1(1), s1(2), ..., s1(n&1)], for some con-
stant d>0. Still, s1(n)d n. Observe that, regardless of whether s2(n)s1(n) is
recursive, even demon-SPACE(s2(n)) classes will collapse.
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Theorem 3.6. Let s1(n) # 0(log n) be fully space constructible, such that, for
some constant d, s1(n)d } max[s1(1), s1(2), ..., s1(n&1)]. Then, for each s2(n)
s1(n) and for each of the modes x # [strong, weak, demon], DSPACE(s1(n))=
NSPACE(s1(n)) implies x-DSPACE(s2(n))=x-NSPACE(s2(n)).
Proof. Since s1(n) is fully space constructible, we do not distinguish strong-,
weak-, or demon-SPACE(s1(n)). First, assume that N is an arbitrary strong- or
weak-NSPACE(s2(n)) machine. We construct a new machine PN , the padded ver-
sion of N, such that
PN accepts wbl&|w| if and only if N has an accepting computation path on
the input w, not using more space than s1(l). (Here b denotes a new symbol.)
Second, we construct a space watchdog machine EN , such that
EN accepts wbl&|w| if and only if N has a path trying to use space above s1(l)
on w.
Both L(PN) and L(EN) are in strong-NSPACE(s1(n)): construct s1(l) and simulate
N on the input w to check if there exists a computation path having the desired
properties, within the space limit s1(l). By hypothesis, we have the deterministic
DSPACE(s1(n)) versions DPN and DEN for PN and EN , respectively. Since s1(n) is
fully space constructible, we get that DPN and DEN are strongly O(s1(n)) space
bounded.
Now we can use them to construct an x-DSPACE(s2(n)) machine DN equivalent
to N. Beginning with l=|w|+1, DN simulates DPN and DEN , pretending that
w$=wbl&|w| is present on the input:
(i) DN accepts, if DPN accepts, i.e., if N has an accepting path within space
s1(l) on w.
(ii) DN rejects, if DEN rejects, i.e., if no computation path of N on w uses
space above s1(l).
(iii) Otherwise, DN extends padding from l to l+1 and tries (i) and (ii)
again.
Let l$ denote the largest l examined by DN , i.e., the first l for which Step (iii)
is not executed. We shall show, for each ll$, that DN simulates all O(s1(l)) space
bounded computations of DPN and DEN in space O(s2( |w| )).
First, consider l<l$.
(a) If w # L(N), then N has an accepting computation path not using more
space than s2( |w| ). Hence, s1(l)<s2( |w| ), otherwise DN would accept in Step (i).
This contradicts l<l$.
(b) If the resulting machine DN is to be weakly space bounded, we are done,
since we do not care for the space bound, if w  L(N). On the other hand, if N is
strongly s2(n) bounded, then no computation path of N on w uses more space than
s2( |w| ). Hence, we have s1(l)<s2( |w| ) even if w  L(N), otherwise DN would reject
in Step (ii). This also contradicts l<l$.
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In either case, for each l<l$, we get s1(l)s2( |w| ). For the largest examined
value l$, we get s1(l$)d } s1(l)d } s2( |w| ), using some l<l$, since s1(n)
d } max[s1(1), ..., s1(n&1)].
The space required to store the input head position, when simulating on the
imitated bl&|w| part, is bounded by log l # O(s1(l))O(s2( |w| )), for each ll$,
since s1(n) # 0(log n).
We can update the argument for demon-SPACE(s2(n)). Here the padded
machine PN accepts wasbl&s&|w|, if ss1(l) and N has an accepting path on w
using the initially marked-off space exactly equal to s, while EN accepts
wasbl&s&|w|, if ss1(l). The deterministic demon machine DN , having marked-off
the exact space s=s2( |w| ) automatically, first uses DEN to find the minimal l
satisfying s2( |w| )s1(l). Then it runs DPN , using the proper values of s and l. K
Using a different padding technique [29], we get that DSPACE(log log n)=
NSPACE(log log n) implies DSPACE(log n)=NSPACE(log n). There exists also a
partial ‘‘downward’’ translation. It uses the fact that a tally string can be tested in
space s(n) if and only if its binary compressed counterpart can be tested in space
s(2n), provided that s(n) # 0(log n). In Section 4, we shall present translation
techniques working from space levels s(n) # 0(log log n).
It is not too hard to see that the padding argument of Theorem 3.6 can be
extended to relativized space classes; we only equip all machines with query tapes.
The construction of the relativized machine DN
S( } ) does not depend on any specific
properties of the oracle.
Theorem 3.7. Let s1(n) # 0(log n) be fully space constructible, such that, for some
constant d, s1(n)d } max[s1(1), s1(2), ..., s1(n&1)]. Then, for each s2(n)s1(n) and
for each of the modes x # [strong, weak, demon], we have that DSPACE(s1(n))S( } )#
NSPACE(s1(n))S( } ) implies x-DSPACE(s2(n))S( } )#x-NSPACE(s2(n))S( } ).
The following corollary presents some special cases of Theorem 3.7, which
proves the implications (ci) O (ciii) O (cv) O (civ) of the big loop (using also
Theorem 3.5).
Corollary 3.8. (a) If DLOGS( } )#NLOGS( } ), then DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ).
(b) If DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ), then DSPACE(s(n))S( } )#NSPACE(s(n))S( } ),
for each fully space constructible s(n)n.
(c) If, for some fully space constructible function s(n)n satisfying, for some
constant d>1, s(n)d } max[s(1), s(2), ..., s(n&1)], we have that DSPACE(s(n))S( } )
#NSPACE(s(n))S( } ), then DSPACE(d n)S( } )#NSPACE(d n)S( } ).
(d) Moreover, the implications (a)(c) hold even if all space complexity classes
above are restricted to bounded languages.
The argument is almost trivial: the implications in (a) and (b) are obvious, (c)
follows from the fact that s(n)s(1) } d n. Finally, the reader may easily verify that
the argument of Theorem 3.6 (hence, also of Theorem 3.7) is valid even for the
restricted case of bounded languages.
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4. BELOW log(n)
This section establishes the importance of even the lowest possible level of space
bounded computations. Among others, we show that computations using extremely
little space depend on the computations using ‘‘large’’ amount of space and vice
versa.
4.1. The Nature of Computations with Sublogarithmic Space
From earlier works [16, 17] we know that the recognition of a nonregular
language in strong-SPACE(s(n)) implies s(n)  o(log log n); i.e., s(n)>d } log log n
infinitely often, for some constant d. Later [1], the same was shown for weak-
SPACE(s(n)), and for the alternating machines [20]. On the other hand, demon
machines can recognize nonregular languages within space o(log log n), e.g.,
Llog log log =[an; n mod Wlog log log nX=0],
which belongs to demon-DSPACE(log log log log n). This clearly shows that the
gap between the constant space and log log n is due to the constructibility proper-
ties. The gap is known to be tight, since we have fully space constructible functions
in O(log log n), e.g.,
f (n)=wlogarithm of the first integer that does not divide nx.
The first example of a nonregular language in strong-DSPACE(log log n) appears
in [16]. There exist also tally languages in strong-DSPACE(log log n), e.g., con-
sider [3]
L2 p=[1n; the first integer not dividing n is a power of 2].
Still, any machine recognizing a nonregular language must ‘‘transport’’ at least log n
bits of information between some two portions of the input tape of length n. More
precisely, (a) if a nonregular language L is accepted by a one-way nondeterministic
strongly s(n) space bounded machine, then s(n)  o(log n) [17]. (b) We have
s(n) } i(n)  o(log n) for the product of the space and the number of input head
reversals for each strongly bounded two-way machine. It is interesting that this
bound is also tight, since the language L2 p can be accepted within O(log log n)
space and O(log n log log n) input head reversals simultaneously [4, 5].
Even between log log n and log n, there is no unbounded fully space constructible
function s(n) that is monotone [9]. It is easy to see that, for each machine A, there
exists a constant c6 such that, for each s0,
the number of memory states of size at most scs+1. (1)
If s(n) # o(log n), then cs(n)+1<n for each sufficiently large n, and therefore any
given strong-DSPACE(o(log n)) machine A must enter a loop when it traverses the
whole input 1n.
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A loop of length l is a computation path beginning in configuration (q, i) and
ending in (q, i+l) , visiting neither of the margins.
Since l, the length of the loop, is less than n, we have that n! is an integer multi-
ple of l, and therefore A reaches the same configuration at the right margin, if the
input 1n is replaced by 1n+n!. These two computations differ only in the number of
loop iterations. The same argument holds for A traversing back from right to left.
By an easy induction on the number of visits at the end markers, we have that A
cannot distinguish 1n from 1n+n !. In particular, A marks off the same amount of
space for both inputs; hence, A does not construct, e.g., s(n)=log log n. This
‘‘n  n+n !’’ trick was used first in [16].
Clearly, a nondeterministic machine is far from repeating regularly any loop it
gets into; it can jump out by making a nondeterministic decision. Still, by [10], we
have that even if a nondeterministic machine A travels across 1n using too little
space s, e.g., with (cs+1)6=M6<n, interesting things happen only ‘‘close’’ to the
margins i.e., at a distance of at most M4, since an iteration of a single short loop
dominates over each traversal. Here c denotes the machine dependent constant
introduced by (1). Similarly, we can replace ‘‘long U-turns’’ beginning and ending
at the same margin (and not visiting the other one) by ‘‘short-cuts’’ not travelling
more than M2 positions away.
Lemma 4.1 [10, Lemma 3]. Let A be a nondeterministic Turing machine with
the machine dependent constant c as defined by (1). Then, for each computation path
of A on the input 1n,
v using at most space s, with (cs+1)6=M6<n,
v beginning in a configuration k1=(q1 , i1) and ending in k2=(q2 , i2) ,
v such that the input head does not visit either of the end markers in the mean-
time,
there exists an equivalent path from k1 to k2 ,
v never moving the input head more than M2 positions to the right of
max[i1 , i2],
v nor M2 positions to the left of min[i1 , i2].
Lemma 4.2 [10, Theorem 1]. Let A be a nondeterministic Turing machine with
the machine dependent constant c as defined by (1). Then, for each computation path
of A on the input 1n,
v using at most space s, with (cs+1)6=M6<n,
v beginning in a configuration k1=(q1 , 0) and ending in k2=(q2 , n+1) ,
v such that the end markers are visited only in k1 and k2 ,
there exists an equivalent path connecting k1 with k2 , such that
v having traversed s1 input tape positions,
v it gets into a memory state q in which a loop of length l is iterated r times,
v and then it traverses the rest of the input tape of length s2 ,
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for some s1 , l, r, s2 , and q, satisfying M2+1s1M4, M2+1s2M4, and
1lM. (See Fig. 1). The same holds for traversals from right to left.
For such ‘‘pseudo-deterministic’’ computation paths, we can apply the
‘‘n  n+n!’’ method and show that even nondeterministic machines cannot con-
struct monotone functions below log n [10, Theorem 3]. Lemma 4.2 has several
other applications [2, 10, 12] and later it was generalized to alternating computa-
tions on periodic (not necessarily tally) inputs [11, 13, 22, 23].
4.2. From Superlogarithmic Levels to log log(n)
This section is devoted to translation from ‘‘well-behaved’’ space bounds ranging
between n and 2d } n to SPACE(s(n)) classes restricted to tally sets with s(n) of
arbitrary growth rate, hence, including O(log log n). This will prove the implica-
tions (ciii) O (cii), (civ) O (cii), and (ci) O (cvi) of the big loop.
We shall begin with an important consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, reducing
nondeterminism to a ‘‘deterministic-but-left-end-marker’’ machine. Before progress-
ing further, we need to define formally what we mean by saying that a machine
wants to check certain predicate(s) in some segments of computation.
Definition 4.3. We say that a nondeterministic Turing machine A, recognizing
a tally input 1n, leaves the left input tape end marker only if
(A) A wants to check whether n mod i= j, for some i, j, or
(B) A wants to check whether n j, for some j,
if the work tape space of A is organized as follows. Most important, A uses two
work tapes:
v Each time A leaves the left end marker of the input, a binary coded pair
(i, j) is written on the second work tape. If i{0, the condition in (A) is going to
be checked. Conversely, i=0 indicates that the condition in (B) is going to be
checked.
v A leaves the left end marker of the input only in the special control state r?
and the head of the first work tape is idle, not moving from its initial position, until
the input head returns back to the left end markers. (Hence, A does not rely on any
additional information but (i, j) , using the second work tape only).
v A returns back to the left end marker of the input only in one of the two
finite control states ryes , rno , depending on whether the checked condition is
satisfied. The second work tape is cleared before A returns back. (Hence, checking
(A) or (B), A does not perform any additional computations.)
Theorem 4.4. (a) Let x # [strong, weak, demon]. Then, for each x&s(n)
space bounded nondeterministic machine A recognizing a language L1*, there
exists an equivalent O(s(n)) space bounded machine A$ with a constant d1 such
that, for each input 1n, the input head of A$ leaves the left end marker only if
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FIG. 1. Dominant loop.
(A) A$ wants to check whether n mod i= j, for some i, jd s(n)+1, or
(B) A$ wants to check whether n j, for some jd s(n)+1.
(b) The same holds for the deterministic machines.
Proof. While the input head is parked at either of the end markers, the simula-
tion of A is straightforward. If A tries to leave the end marker, then A$ first checks
if M6=(cs+1)6n, where s denotes the current amount of space used by A.
If YES, then log n # O(s); hence, we have enough space to simulate A directly,
keeping n as well as the input head position of A binary coded on the work tape.
A$ checks, for j=M6, M6&1, M6&2, ..., 0, if jn until it finds the first j0<n. Then
j0+1=n and A$ completes the simulation on the work tape, not moving from the
left end marker of the input any more.
If NO, then M6<n. By Lemma 2.2, we can guarantee that the space will not be
extended above s until A returns to the left end marker, therefore, we can use
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. That is, each computation path
(i) either returns back to the same end marker (but then we may assume
that it does not move farther than M2 positions away, by Lemma 4.1),
(ii) or it traverses across the entire input (but then it can be replaced by an
equivalent path iterating a single loop, by Lemma 4.2).
For a computation path that is terminated in an accepting configuration, we can
exclude the possibility that A gets into an infinite cycle not returning to either of
the end markers any more.
A$ first guesses nondeterministically between (i) and (ii). The situation (i) can be
simulated by A$ within space O(s) on the work tape, not moving the input head at
all.
The situation (ii) is simulated as follows: Let q1 be the current memory state,
say, at the left end marker, i.e., k1=(q1 , 0). Guess nondeterministically s1 , s2 #
[M2+1, ..., M4], l # [1, ..., M], a memory state q iterating a loop, and a target
configuration k2=(q2 , n+1). Check if
(a) (q, s1) is reachable from k1=(q1 , 0) ,
(b) (q, s1+l) is reachable from (q, s1) , visiting neither of the end markers,
(c) k2=(q2 , n+1) is reachable from (q, n+1&s2) ,
(d) s1+r } l+s2=n+1, for some r0.
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(See Lemma 4.2 and Fig. 1 for details). If all tests above are successful, A$ goes
ahead with q2 as the ‘‘current’’ memory state at the right end marker.
Conditions (a)(c) can be verified by A$ within space O(s) on the work tape, not
using the input head at all, since A does not move further than M4+M+M 2<M6
positions away from the leftright end marker along any of the above paths, by
Lemma 4.1. Note that A$ can remember all input head positions relative to the
nearest end marker.
Condition (d) is equivalent to (s1+s2&1) mod l=n mod l. Thus, A$ checks if
n mod i= j, for i=l and j=(s1+s2&1) mod l. Note that i, jlM=cs+1.
Similarly, if n j is checked, then i=0 and jM 6=(cs+1)6=(c6)s+1.
Carefully implemented, we can satisfy the strong requirements mentioned in
Definition 4.3 above. Before checking (A) or (B), A$ writes (i, j) of the second
work tape. A copy of (i, j) , as well as the current and target configurations k1 and
k2 are recorded on the first work tape. Since A$ ‘‘forgets’’ by switching to r? , the
subprogram beginning in r? first checks if i=0 to detect whether (A) or (B) should
be tested on 1n. Procedures beginning in the return states ryes and rno restore the
information recorded on the first work tape and proceed further.
The basic difference for the deterministic case is that, instead of nondeterministic
guessing, A$ iterates deterministically over all possible values of s1 , s2 , l, q, and k2 .
Since A is deterministic, these values are unique for each k1 , provided we minimize
s1 , s2 , and l. Hence, k2 is unique for each k1 , and therefore A$ can proceed further
as soon as it finds the first combination of s1 , s2 , l, q, and k2 satisfying the condi-
tions (a)(d). If no combination satisfies (a)(d), A$ verifies deterministically the
situation (i); i.e., A$ checks whether A returns back to the same end marker, not
moving the input head further than M positions away.
This is sufficient for us. However, using the idea of [29], a faster algorithm can
be implemented for the deterministic machines, e.g., s1 , l, and q are found by direct
simulation from k1 . K
Note that the machine A$ of Theorem 4.4 handles its second work tape as if it
were an oracle tape, which changes each machine recognizing a tally input into a
relativized LBA machine, independent of its original space bound s(n). We shall
now explain this phenomenon more precisely.
Definition 4.5. Let n # N. Then the characteristic oracle for n is defined by
An=[(i, j); n mod i= j, i> j0] _ [(0, j); jn].
Theorem 4.6. (a) For each nondeterministic Turing machine N recognizing
L1*, there exists a nondeterministic linear bounded oracle machine RN
S( } ) such
that, for each n0, the configuration (q, 0) is reachable by N on 1n if and only if
RN
S(An) accepts q, presented as the input for RN
S(An).
(b) The same holds for the deterministic machines.
Proof. The machine RN
S( } ) begins its simulation from the initial configuration of
N. RN
S( } ) uses the same simulation technique as A$ in Theorem 4.4, but, instead of
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traversing 1n, it consults its oracle An to determine if n mod i= j or n j, for some
i, jd s+1, where d is a constant and s denotes the current amount of space used
by N. Clearly, consulting the oracle An , RN
S( } ) can simulate N along a nondeter-
ministically chosen computation path on the input 1n. RN
S( } ) accepts as soon as N
reaches the target configuration (q, 0), for q presented as the input of RN
S( } ).
Conversely, RN
S( } ) rejects, if N tries to halt not reaching (q, 0) or use more space
than |q|.
Since N cannot reduce its work tape space, the space s used by any configuration
along the path ending in (q, 0) is hounded by |q|. Similarly, the space used by
RN
S( } ) for oracle queries, along any simulated path, is bounded by log d s+1
d $ } (s+1) # O( |q| ); hence, RN
S( } ) uses linear space (in the length of q, the input
presented to RN
S( } )). K
The above transformation into relativized linear bounded machines has several
important consequences. We begin with translation from the linear relativized space
to tally sets at arbitrary high or low space levels.
Theorem 4.7. If DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ), then, for each of the modes x # [strong,
weak, demon] and each s(n), x-DSPACE(s(n)) & 1*=x-NSPACE(s(n)) & 1*.
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary nondeterministic s(n) space bounded machine
recognizing a language L1*. By Lemma 2.2, we can assume that N has, for each
s0, the unique accepting and space extending configurations.
Now, let RN
S( } ) be the nondeterministic linear bounded oracle machine of
Theorem 4.6; i.e., for each n0 and each q, RN
S(An) accepts q if and only if (q, 0)
is reachable by N on 1n. By hypothesis, DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ); i.e., we can replace
RN
S( } ) by a deterministic linear bounded machine DRN
S( } ) such that, for each oracle
A, L(DRN
S(A))=L(RN
S(A)). Among others, for each n0 and each q, DRN
S(An)
accepts q if and only if (q, 0) is reachable by N on 1n.
Now we can construct a deterministic O(s(n)) space bounded machine DN
recognizing the language L(N). Beginning with s=1,
(i) DN accepts, if the unique accepting configuration of size s is reachable by
N on 1n,
(ii) DN rejects, if the unique configuration extending the work tape space
from s to s+1 is not reachable by N on 1n.
(iii) Otherwise, DN extends the space from s to s+1 and repeats (i) and (ii).
By Lemma 2.2, both space extension and acceptance take place at the left end
marker of N, therefore, DN can check (i) or (ii) by simulation of DRN
S(An). If
DRN
S(An) makes an oracle query to An ; i.e., if it enters r? with some (i, j) on the
query tape, DN computes the oracle answer by itself: DN checks if n mod i= j, or
n j, depending on whether i=0. Thus, DN can properly resume the simulation of
DRN
S(An) from the corresponding return point ryes or rno so we no longer need an
oracle.
The resulting machine DN is nonrelativized, deterministic, and O(s(n)) space
bounded. For each s=1, 2, 3, ..., DN checks (i) or (ii) for some configuration (q, 0)
of size s, simulating DRN
S(An). But DRN
S(An) is deterministic, with space bound linear
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in |q|; i.e., it works in space O(s). The space bounded oracle queries guarantee
i, j2d } s, for some constant d, hence, the oracle answers can also be computed in
space O(s).
Therefore, if N has an accepting path within space s(n) for each accepted input
of length n, the resulting machine DN is weakly O(s(n)) space bounded, by (i).
Moreover, if all paths of N are s(n) space bounded, DN is strongly space bounded
by (ii).
For the demon machines, DN checks only the condition (i), for the initially
marked-off space s=s(n), using a modified version of DRN
S(An), which in turn
begins the simulation of N from the demon’s initial configuration of size s=s(n).
Note that both RN
S(An) and DRN
S(An) can easily create the properly-sized initial
configuration for the demon machine N, using the length of input q. K
Presenting inputs for the relativized machines in a slightly more compressed
form, we can obtain the same result using a ‘‘weaker’’ hypothesis, namely, a
collapse of exponential relativized space levels, even for tally sets only, will do as
well.
Theorem 4.8. If, for some d>1, restricted to tally inputs, DSPACE(d n)S( } )#
NSPACE(d n)S( } ), then, for x # [strong, weak] and each s(n), x-DSPACE(s(n)) & 1*
=x-NSPACE(s(n)) & 1*.
Proof. For an arbitrary nondeterministic machine N recognizing a language
L1* and each constant d>1, we can construct nondeterministic oracle machines
PN
S( } ) and E N
S( } ), such that
PN
S(An) accepts the input 1k if and only if N has an accepting computation
path on the input 1n, not using more space than d k,
EN
S(An) accepts 1k if and only if N has a path trying to use space above d k
on 1n.
Using the oracle An , both PN
S( } ) and E N
S( } ) can simulate N along a nondeter-
ministically chosen computation path on the input 1n and accept if there exists a
computation path with the desired properties, since, by Lemma 2.2, N extends its
space or accepts in the fixed configurations at the left end marker. The basic dif-
ference from RN
S( } ) in Theorem 4.6 is that both PN
S( } ) and E N
S( } ) check the
reachability of specific configurations, instead of an arbitrarily given (q, 0). While
E N
S( } ) checks the reachability of the unique configuration extending the space
above the value d k, PN
S( } ) accepts if it reaches any accepting configuration of size
sd k, where k is a unary coded number on the input.
Clearly, both PN
S( } ) and E N
S( } ) are O(d k) space bounded. By hypothesis, we have
DPN
S( } ) and DEN
S( } ), the deterministic O(d k) space bounded variants of PN
S( } ) and
E N
S( } ), respectively.
Combining the ideas of Theorems 3.6 and 4.7, we can construct a deterministic
machine DN equivalent to N. Beginning with k=1,
(i) DN accepts 1n, if DPN
S(An) accepts 1k, i.e., if N has an accepting computa-
tion path on 1n, not using more space than d k,
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(ii) DN rejects 1n, if DEN
S(An) rejects 1k, i.e., if N does not try to use space
above d k on the input 1n.
(iii) Otherwise, DN repeats (i) and (ii) for k :=k+1.
The simulation of DPN
S(An) and DEN
S(An) on the input 1k is the same as in
Theorem 4.7; i.e., DN computes the oracle answers by itself.
Note that if N is weakly s(n) space bounded, it has an accepting path within
space s(n)d Wlogd s(n)X, for each accepted input 1n. Thus, for k=Wlogd s(n)X,
DPN
S(An) must accept the input 1k. Moreover, both DPN
S( } ) and DEN
S( } ) are strongly
O(d k) space bounded, since d k is fully space constructible. Thus, for no simulation
of DPN
S(An) or DEN
S(An) on inputs 11, 12, 13, ..., 1k, DN will ever use more space than
O(d k)=O(d Wlogd s(n)X)O(s(n)). Hence, DN is weakly O(s(n)) space bounded.
Moreover, if N is strongly s(n) space bounded, then no computation path uses
more space than d Wlogd s(n)X , no matter whether 1n is accepted. Hence, for k=
Wlogd s(n)X, DEN
S(An) must reject 1k. Therefore, the resulting machine DN never checks
the values above k=Wlogd s(n)X; i.e., it is strongly O(s(n)) space bounded. K
The use of even unary languages for the relativized space classes above was
possible due to the fact that we can represent a number k # N by a tally string of
length O(log k), if the exact coding can be replaced by an approximate representa-
tion of numbers. On the other hand, using the binary coded inputs for the
relativized SPACE(2n)S( } ) machines, we can code k, the amount of work tape space,
exactly, which causes the collapse even for demon-SPACE(s(n)) & 1*.
Combining the linear bound, i.e., Theorem 4.7, with Theorem 3.5 and
Corollary 3.8a, we get that DLOG and NLOG can be separated by exhibiting a
tally set in NSPACE(s(n))"DSPACE(s(n)), for any s(n), even using a separation of
demon-SPACE(s(n)) & 1* classes, with s(n) # o(log log n) or some strange, artifi-
cially defined nonrecursive space bound. Equivalently, DLOG=NLOG implies
that determinism and nondeterminism collapse for tally sets in all space bounds,
without exception.
Corollary 4.9. If DLOG=NLOG, then, for each of the modes x # [strong,
weak, demon] and each s(n), x-DSPACE(s(n)) & 1*=x-NSPACE(s(n)) & 1*.
Another application concerns space constructible functions.
Theorem 4.10. If DLOG=NLOG, then all nondeterministically fully (approxi-
mately) space constructible functions are also deterministically fully (approximately)
space constructible.
Proof. Suppose that we have a nondeterministic machine N that marks space
s(n) for each input of length n, among others, for 1n. Using Theorem 4.6, we can
replace N by a nondeterministic linear bounded oracle machine RN
S( } ), checking
reachability of configurations by N on tally inputs. By Theorem 3.5 and
Corollary 3.8a, RN
S( } ) can be replaced by its deterministic equivalent DRN
S( } ). Using
the simulation technique of Theorem 4.7, we can now construct a deterministic
machine DN that stops as soon as it finds the first s such that the space extending
configuration of size s is not reachable by N on 1n. DN interprets all symbols on its
binary input tape as ones. K
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Looking back, the ‘‘n  n+n !’’ method [16] from 1965 already implied, in
essence, that the deterministic o(log n) space bounded machines must use the same
amount of space on inputs 1n and 1n+n !. Since 1975 [9], we know explicitly that
such machines cannot construct monotone functions below log n, so the natural
question arose whether a similar statement holds for nondeterministic machines. In
particular, it was observed [28] that if log log n (or any monotone unbounded
function between log log n and log n) were nondeterministically fully space con-
structible, then we could separate DSPACE(log log n) from NSPACE(log log n).
Since 1989 [10], we know that monotone functions below log n cannot be con-
structed even nondeterministically, but it still did not rule out the possibility of
separating nondeterministic and deterministic space classes using space construc-
tibility [7], with [0k1n; ks(n)] as the desired witness language.
The above Theorem 4.10 clearly shows that this task is much harder than we
expected, since even a small s(n) # O(log log n) separates at least DLOG from
NLOG (consequently, also well-behaved bounds below), and, by [14], we have
oracles separating NSPACE(s(n))S(A) from DSPACE(s(n))S(A), for each fully space
constructible s(n)n.
4.3. Some Extensions to Binary Inputs
The ideas of Section 4.2 can be extended to binary inputs with low information
content; we can think of w # [0, 1]* as a sequence of unary strings separated by
delimiters, i.e., w=1h0 01h1 0 } } } 01hz, for some h0 , h1 , ..., hz0, with z0.
Theorem 4.11. Let x # [strong, weak, demon]. Then, for each x&s(n) space
bounded nondeterministic machine A recognizing L[0, 1]*, there exists an equiv-
alent O(s(n)) space bounded machine A$ making nondeterministic decisions only if the
input head scans a zero or the left end marker.
Proof. The construction is very similar to Theorem 4.4. On input w=
1h0 01h1 0 } } } 01hz, A$ computes traversals of A across each segment ...01he 0... with the
input head positioned at the left zero. A$ scans 1he only to check if he j or
he mod i= j, for some i, jd s+1, where d is a constant and s denotes the current
amount of space used by A. The normal form of Lemma 2.2 is very important here;
we are sure that the space s cannot be extended until A leaves 1he. Hence, we can
rely on Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, if (cs+1)6<he . For (cs+1)6he , we have log he # O(s),
and therefore A$ can simulate each traversal of this particular segment 1he on the
work tape. K
In the same spirit, we can now extend the statement of Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 4.12. If DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ), then, for x # [strong, weak, demon],
(a) each nondeterministic x&s(n) space bounded machine N can be replaced by
an equivalent deterministic machine using x-space O(s(n)+log z), where z denotes the
number of zeros in the input word.
(b) Let L[0, 1]* be a z(n)-bounded language, with the function log z(n)
fully constructible in space O(s(n)+log z(n)). Then L # x-NSPACE(s(n)) implies
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L # x-DSPACE(s(n)+log z(n)). Moreover, if z(n)d s(n), for some constant d, then
L # x-DSPACE(s(n)).
Proof. By Theorem 4.11, we may assume that a nondeterministic machine N
computing on the input w=1h0 01h1 0 } } } 01hz makes nondeterministic decisions only
with the input head positioned at a zero (or the left end marker). The segments 1he,
for e # [0, ..., z], are traversed only to check whether he j or he mod i= j, for some
i, jd s+1. This allows us to replace the binary input w by the oracle
Bw=[(e, i, j); he mod i= j, i> j0, e # [0, ..., z]]
_ [(e, 0, j); jhe , e # [0, ..., z]].
But then we can replace N by an oracle machine RN
S( } ) that simulates N along a
nondeterministically chosen computation path, consulting its oracle Bw for
(e, i, j) , instead of traversing 1he. RN
S(Bw) accepts the input (z, q) if and only if the
configuration (q, 0) is reachable by N on w (cf. Theorem 4.6).
The binary coded z on the input tape of RN
S(Bw) serves two purposes: First,
RN
S(Bw) detects the presence of the right end marker behind the ‘‘current’’ segment
1he by comparing e with z. Second, z is used as a ‘‘padding,’’ so that RN
S( } ) is a
linear bounded machine: the input head position of the ‘‘current’’ configuration
scanning a zero (or some end marker) is represented by some ez+1. (Recall that
traversing a segment of ones is resolved in a different way, skipping simulation).
For a given target configuration (q, 0) and w containing z zeros, RN
S(Bw) does not
use more space than O( |q|+log z) along any simulated computation path of N
ending in (q, 0) . Thus, RN
S( } ) uses linear space, in the length of its input.
The rest of argument mirrors the proof of Theorem 4.7. The reader may easily
verify that, if DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ), the resulting machine DN works in space
O(s(n)+log z).
In addition, for N recognizing a z(n)-bounded language, such that log z(n) can
be constructed in space O(s(n)+log z(n)), all inputs containing too many zeros can
be rejected at the very beginning. K
In the above theorem, we can replace the (unproven) assumption DLBAS( } )#
NLBAS( } ) by the known fact that the technique of inductive counting [19, 27] can
easily be extended to linear bounded oracle machines. This allows us to present
some simulations of [12] in a slightly different form.
Theorem 4.13. For x # [strong, demon],
(a) each nondeterministic x&s(n) space bounded machine N can be replaced by
a nondeterministic machine recognizing the complement of L(N), using x-space
O(s(n)+log z), where z denotes the number of zeros in the input word.
(b) Let L[0, 1]* be a z(n)-bounded language, with the function log z(n)
fully constructible in space O(s(n)+log z(n)). Then L # x-NSPACE(s(n)) implies
Lc # x-NSPACE(s(n)+log z(n)). Moreover, if z(n)d s(n), for some constant d, then
Lc # x-NSPACE(s(n)).
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Proof (Sketch). Using inductive counting, we first replace RN
S( } ) of
Theorem 4.12 by a nondeterministic linear bounded oracle machine I RN
S( } ) such
that, for each oracle and each input,
(i) if RN
S( } ) accepts, then at least one computation path of I RN
S( } ) halts in
the state r+ , and no path halts in r& ,
(ii) if RN
S( } ) rejects, then at least one computation path of I RN
S( } ) halts in the
state r& , and no path halts in r+.
(iii) Finally, due to a wrong sequence of nondeterministic guesses, I RN
S( } )
may also halt in a state different from both r+ and r& .
Thus, if I RN
S( } ) halts in r+ (or r&), we are quite sure that RN
S( } ) accepts (or rejects,
respectively). Any other state is regarded as a ‘‘don’t know’’ state.
Then, reversely, I RN
S(Bw) is simulated by a machine IN that computes all oracle
answers by itself, consulting its input w. IN accepts w as soon as it finds the first s
such that N does not accept w within space s, nor does it use more space than s.
This is verified by simulation of I RN
S(Bw) on inputs (z, q) , for q representing the
unique accepting or space extending configurations of size s. (See Lemma 2.2).
Unlike in Theorems 4.7 or 4.12, the resulting machine is again nondeterministic,
but it recognizes the complement of L(N). For a more detailed proof, based on
induction on the number of times the input head scans zeros (rather than single
computation steps), see [12]. K
Note that, for bounded languages with z(n) bounded by a constant, both
Theorem 4.12 and 4.13 hold for each s(n), independent of whether s(n) is above
log n or space constructible, since constant functions can be constructed in any
space. However, there is an important difference between Theorem 4.12 and 4.13:
the latter does not hold for the weak mode, since inductive counting does not yield
a closure under complement for weak-SPACE classes [30, Section 7.5].
4.4. From log log(n) to Higher Levels
We shall now complete the big loop showing the remaining implications
(cii) O (ci) and (cvi) O (ci). Namely, if DSPACE(log log n)=NSPACE
(log log n), even when restricted to tally or bounded languages, then DLOG=
NLOG. Similarly, if determinism and nondeterminism are equal for fully space con-
structible functions in any low level range containing O(log log n), then the same
holds for all levels, since then we get DLOG=NLOG.
First, we need some facts about the distribution of prime numbers.
Lemma 4.14. Let pi denote the ith prime. Then there exist some positive constants
c1 , ..., c6 , such that
(a) c1 } i } log i pic2 } i } log i, for each i2,
(b) ic3 } i p1 } } } } } piic4 } i, for each i2.
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(c) Let pl+1 be the first prime that does not divide n>2. Then
v pl+1c5 } log n,
v lc6 } log n log log n.
Proof. (a) Let ?(x) denote the number of primes not exceeding x. By
C8 ebys ev’s theorem from 1851, we have two positive constants d1 and d2 , such that
d1 }
x
ln x
?(x)d2 }
x
ln x
.
For a detailed proof, the present-day reader is referred to any book on number
theory, see, e.g., [24]. By C8 ebys ev’s theorem, we get
pwd1 } x ln xx p?(x)x< p?(x)+1 pWd2 } x ln xX+1 ,
and hence
d3 } pii } ln id4 } pi ,
for some positive constants d3 and d4 , using substitutions of the form x=:i ln(:i),
with suitable constants :. The rest of the argument is a trivial conversion of the
logarithms to the base 2.
(b) The proof of (b) is a straightforward consequence of (a). For each i4,
ii4(i2) i2 ‘
i
k=Wi2X
pk ‘
i
k=1
pk ‘
i
k=1
c2 } k2(c2 } i2) ii(c2+2) } i.
The reader may easily verify that (b) holds also for i=2 and 3, the lower bound
even for i=1.
(c) If pl+1 is the first prime not dividing n, then p1 , ..., pl do divide n, hence,
n= p1 } } } } } pl } K, for some K1. But then, by (b),
log nlog( p1 } } } } } pl)c3 } l } log l. (2)
Using (a) for l2, we then get
log n
c3
2
} (l+1) } log(l+1)12
c3
4c2
} pl+1.
The argument is again trivial for pl+1=2 or 3; i.e., for numbers that are not
divisible by 6, assuming only n2. Further, using (2) for sufficiently large n, we
have
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l } log l
1
c3
}
log n
log log n
} log(log n)
1
c3
}
log n
log log n
} log \2+c3c3 }
log n
log log n+
2+c3
=
=
2+c3
c3
}
log n
log log n
} log \2+c3c3 }
log n
log log n+ .
Clearly, the function t } log t is monotone increasing, and hence, for each
a, b1, a } log ab } log b implies ab. Therefore,
l
2+c3
c3
}
log n
log log n
. K
To allow a translation from sublogarithmic to higher space levels, we need a
correspondence between tally and binary inputs that can be easily handled by
machines not being able to remember an input head position.
Definition 4.15. Let r: N  [0, 1]* be a function defined as follows. For n # N,
let pl+1 be the first prime not dividing n. Then n can be expressed in the form
n= p:1
1
} p:2
2
} } } } } p:l
l
} K,
where :i1, for each i # [1, ..., l], with K1 not divisible by any of the primes
p1 , ..., pl+1 . Let r(n) be the bitwise concatenation, defined by
r(n)=b1b2 } } } bl , where bi={10
if :i>1,
if :i=1,
for each i=1, ..., l.
Then, for each L[0, 1]*, we define a tally set
r&1(L)=[1n; r(n) # L].
Finally, for each w=b1b2 } } } bl # [0, 1]*, let
r$(b1 b2 } } } bl)= p1
1+b1 } p2
1+b2 } } } } } p1+bll .
Clearly, for each w # [0, 1]*, we can find several (in fact, infinitely many) n’s
satisfying r(n)=w; i.e., r(n) is not a ‘‘one-to-one’’ mapping. However, the right
inverse r$(w) returns the unique minimal n satisfying r(n)=w, hence, r(r$(w))=w.
(The converse does not hold; i.e., r$(r(n)) is not necessarily equal to n.)
Theorem 4.16. Let s(n) # 0(log n) be an arbitrary monotone function satis-
fying s(2n)k } s(n), for some constant k. Then, for x # [strong, weak], L #
x-NSPACE(s(n)) implies r&1(L) # x-NSPACE(s(log n log log n)). The same holds
for the deterministic machines.
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary x-NSPACE(s(n)) machine. We now construct a
‘‘unary’’ machine UN that accepts 1n if and only if r(n) # [0, 1]* is accepted by N.
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UN works as follows: First, UN checks j=2, 3, 4, ... if j is a prime and if it divides
n, until it finds the first prime pl+1 not dividing n. By Lemma 4.14c, this can be
done in space O(log log n), since l+1 pl+1c5 } log n.
Then UN simulates the machine N, along a nondeterministically chosen computa-
tion path, pretending that r(n)=b1b2 } } } bl is present on the input tape. If N moves
one position to the right (left), UN increments (decrements, respectively) the input
head position counter i by one, computes pi , and checks if n is divisible by pi
2 to
determine whether the current input tape symbol scanned by N is bi=1 or 0. If the
input head position reaches i=l+1 or i=0, UN imitates the right or left end
marker, respectively.
Since i pi pi
2 pl+1
2(c5 } log n)2, by Lemma 4.14c, the space O(log log n)
suffices to simulate the input head movement. Using s(n) # 0(log n), we get, for
each sufficiently large n, log log n2 } log(log n log log n) # O(s(log n log log n)).
Further, by Lemma 4.14c, the simulated work tape of N for input of length l can
be stored in space s(l)s(c6 } log n log log n) # O(s(log n log log n)), using the fact
that s(n) is monotone and that s(2n)k } s(n). K
The assumption s(2n)k } s(n) bounds s(n) from above by some polynomial
function. Therefore, the above theorem allows to translate from monotone space
bounds in range between log n and polynomials to unary languages between
log log n and polylogarithmic space levels. The next theorem gives an inverse
direction.
Theorem 4.17. Let s(n) # 0(log n) be an arbitrary monotone function satis-
fying s(2n)k } s(n), for some constant k. Then, for x # [strong, weak], r&1(L) #
x-DSPACE(s(log n log log n)) implies L # x-DSPACE(s(n)). The same holds for the
nondeterministic machines.
Proof. Suppose that we have a deterministic x-DSPACE(s(log n log log n))
machine D recognizing the tally set r&1(L). That is, for each n # N, D accepts 1n if
and only if r(n) # L. We can use it to construct BD , a ‘‘binary’’ x-DSPACE(s(n))
machine for L. To recognize w=b1b2 } } } bn # [0, 1]*, BD simulates D, imitating the
input 1r$(w). Recall that r$(b1b2 } } } bn)= p1
1+b1 } p2
1+b2 } } } } } pn
1+bn and that
r(r$(w))=w. Thus, deciding if r(r$(w)) # L, we will decide whether w # L.
If the input 1r$(w) is accepted by a weakly bounded D, then it uses the work tape
space of size at most s(log r$(w) log log r$(w)). But
r$(w)= p1
1+b1 } p2
1+b2 } } } } } pn
1+bn( p1 } p2 } } } } } pn)2n2 } c4 } n,
using Lemma 4.14b. It is easy to verify that the function log t log log t is monotone
increasing for t7 and therefore log r$(w) log log r$(w) # O(n). Finally,
s(log r$(w) log log r$(w)) # O(s(n)), (3)
since s(n) is monotone and s(2n)k } s(n), by assumption. If D is a strongly bounded
machine, the same space bound applies to inputs that are rejected.
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However, we do not have enough space to store r$(w), or to remember an
input head position for D computing on the input 1r$(w), since log r$(w)
log(>ni=1 pi)c3 } n } log n, by Lemma 4.14b. This might be much more than s(n).
But, recall that r&1(L) is a tally set, and hence, using Theorem 4.4b, we may
assume that D has been transformed into a machine that leaves the left end marker
of the 1r$(w) only
(A) to check whether r$(w) mod x= y,
(B) or if r$(w) y,
for some x, yd s(log r$(w) log log r$(w))+1, where d is a constant. Since s(log r$(w)
log log r$(w)) # O(s(n)), by (3), such numbers can be stored in space O(s(n)). Thus,
each time D leaves the left end marker in the special state r? with some (x, y)
stored on the second work tape (see Definition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 for details), the
simulating machine BD computes the answer by itself:
(A) For x{0, BD compares y with (>ni=1 pi
1+bi) mod x. The largest prime
ever evaluated here is pn , which can be stored in space log pn # O(log n)O(s(n)),
using Lemma 4.14a and s(n) # 0(log n). All other arithmetic is performed modulo x
in space O(s(n)), since both x and y are stored in space O(s(n)). We use the fact
that (e } f ) mod g=((e mod g) } ( f mod g)) mod g.
(B) For x=0, BD checks whether >ni=1 pi
1+bi y. Recall that y is stored
in space O(s(n)). Thus, if the inequality is satisfied, the binary represented
r$(w)=>ni=1 pi
1+bi should also fit in this space limit. If, during the computation of
>ni=1 pi
1+bi, the space occupied by r$(w) overflows the size of space reserved for y,
then BD knows that >ni=1 pi
1+bi> y, and hence it does not carry on iterating the
loop H :=H } pi
1+bi. (For ‘‘slowly growing’’ s(n), the answer is ‘‘’’ only for finitely
many inputs, since log y # O(s(n)), while log r$(w) # 0(n } log n)).
In either case, BD can properly resume the simulation of D from the correspond-
ing return point ryes or rno .
The reader may easily adapt the above simulation for the nondeterministic
case. K
Combining the above two theorems, we get:
Corollary 4.18. Let s(n) # 0(log n) be a monotone function satisfying s(2n)
k } s(n), for some constant k.
(a) Then, for either of the modes x # [strong, weak], x-DSPACE(s(log n
log log n)) & 1*=x-NSPACE(s(log n log log n)) & 1* implies x-DSPACE(s(n))=
x-NSPACE(s(n)).
(b) If, moreover, s(n) is fully space constructible, then strong-NSPACE(s(log n
log log n)) & 1*weak-DSPACE(s(log n log log n)) & 1* implies DSPACE(s(n))=
NSPACE(s(n)).
(c) strong-NSPACE(s(log n log log n))  weak-DSPACE(s(log n log log n))
also implies that DSPACE(s(n))=NSPACE(s(n)), for fully space constructible s(n).
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The variant (b) follows from the fact that the strong and weak modes are equal
for SPACE(s(n)), since s(n) is fully space constructible. Thus, we can translate
‘‘down’’ using the strong mode in Theorem 4.16 and then ‘‘up’’ in the weak mode
of Theorem 4.17. Note that, for monotone s(n) # o(n), these two modes are
necessarily different for SPACE(s(log n log log n)). The last variant (c) is obtained
by ‘‘forgetting’’ that the padded languages are tally sets.
It is an interesting open problem whether the assumption in Corollary 4.18b
can be improved to strong-NSPACE(s(log n log log n)) & 1*demon-DSPACE
(s(log n log log n)) & 1*. This depends on whether we can implement, within space
O(s(n)), a procedure that computes s(log r$(w) log log r$(w)), provided that s(n) is
fully space constructible. Then we could allocate the properly-sized initial space and
simulate any demon machine. A positive answer would indicate, if DLOG{
NLOG, that even having the exact space s(n) # o(log n) for free cannot compensate
for the loss of nondeterminism.
Note that for polylogarithmic space bounds we have O(s(log n log log n))=
O(s(log n)), since log(log n log log n)log log n2 log(log n log log n), for suffi-
ciently large n. Thus, by combining Corollary 4.18 for s(n)=log n with
Corollary 4.9 for s(n)=log log n, we obtain:
Corollary 4.19. For x # [strong, weak], DLOG=NLOG if and only if
x-DSPACE(log log n) & 1*=x-NSPACE(log log n) & 1*.
The above corollary is a shifted version of the related result of Savitch, stating
that DLBA=NLBA if and only if DLOG & 1*=NLOG & 1*, which can be proved
by the ‘‘classical’’ correspondence between tally strings and their binary compressed
counterparts (see, e.g., [25, 31]). The same correspondence has been used in [15]
to show that DTIME(2d } n){NTIME(2d } n) if and only if P & 1*{NP & 1*.
Finally, we shall present the ‘‘hardest’’ fully space constructible function:
Theorem 4.20. (a) There exists sg(n) # O(log log n), a nondeterministically
fully space constructible function, such that sg(n) is deterministically fully space con-
structible if and only if all nondeterministically fully space constructible functions are
constructible deterministically as well.
(b) Moreover, if sg(n) is deterministically fully space constructible, then
DLOG=NLOG.
Proof. The function sg(n) is defined by
sg(n)={1+Wlog pl+1 XWlog pl+1 X
if r(n) # GAP,
otherwise,
where pl+1 denotes the first prime not dividing n.
It is easy to see that sg(n) # O(log log n) is nondeterministically fully space
constructible. Using the simulation of Theorem 4.16, the nondeterministic machine
Ng constructing sg(n) simulates the nondeterministic GAP recognizer NGAP of
Lemma 3.1a, pretending the input r(n), where n is the length of the real input. (Ng
interprets all symbols on its input tape as ones.)
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By a precise space analysis of Theorem 4.16, we get that space O(log pl+1) is suf-
ficient to imitate the input head movement of NGAP on r(n), while the work tape
of NGAP consumes space O(log l). Using tape compression, we can perform all
computations in exactly Wlog pl+1 X space. Finally, if NGAP accepts r(n), Ng marks
off one more work tape cell. This completes the ‘‘o’’ part of (a).
Conversely, if sg(n) can be constructed deterministically, then GAP # DLOG.
This will prove the ‘‘ O ’’ part of (a), as well as (b). The deterministic GAP
recognizer DGAP simulates Dg , the deterministic sg(n) constructor, imitating the
input 1r$(w), and using the simulation of Theorem 4.17. Note that, for input
w=b1 } } } bn , the first prime not dividing r$(w)=>ni=1 pi
1+bi is pn+1 . Thus, Dg
marks 1+Wlog pn+1 X or Wlog pn+1 X work tape cells on the input 1r$(w), depending
on whether r(r$(w))=w is in GAP. Therefore, DGAP accepts, if Dg tries to use more
space than Wlog pn+1 X. (By [26], we can exclude the possibility that Dg , being
deterministic, will ever get into an infinite cycle. For tally inputs, this follows
also from the simulation in Theorem 4.4b above.) Since log pn+1 # O(log n), by
Lemma 4.14a, DGAP works deterministically in space O(log n). Thus, by Lemma 3.2
and Theorem 4.10, we are done. K
This completes the proof of equivalence of statements (i)(vi), presented in the
Introduction.
Theorem 4.21 (Big Loop). The following statements are equivalent:
(ci) DLOG=NLOG.
(cii) x-DSPACE(log log n) & 1*=x-NSPACE(log log n) & 1*, for the modes
x # [strong, weak].
(ciii) DLBAS( } )#NLBAS( } ).
(civ) DSPACE(d n)S( } )#NSPACE(d n)S( } ), restricted to machines recognizing
tally inputs, where d>1 is an arbitrary integer constant.
(cv) DSPACE(s(n))S( } )#NSPACE(s(n))S( } ), restricted to machines recog-
nizing bounded inputs, with s(n) being fully space constructible, satisfying s(n)n
and, for some constant d>1, s(n)d } max[s(1), s(2), ..., s(n&1)].
(cvi) All nondeterministically fully space constructible functions are con-
structible deterministically as well.
Proof. (ci) O (ciii) O (cv) O (civ): By Theorem 3.5, we have that
DLOG=NLOG implies DLOGS(})#NLOGS(}), i.e., (ci) O DLOGS(})#
NLOGS(}). Further, by Corollary 3.8, we can extend the collapse of nondeterminism
and determinism from log n to higher space levels, which gives DLOGS( } )#
NLOGS( } ) O (ciii) O (cv) O (civ). (Corollary 3.8 is a simple consequence of
Theorem 3.7, which in turn is a relativized generalization of the standard transla-
tion technique, presented in Theorem 3.6. It is not too hard to see that this techni-
que works even if we restrict all classes to machines recognizing bounded inputs.)
(ciii) O (cii) and (civ) O (cii): The implication (ciii) O (cii) has been
proved by Theorem 4.7, where we use the fact that any machine recognizing tally
inputs may be viewed as a linear bounded oracle machine. By compressing inputs
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FIG. 2. Structure of the proofs of the main results showing if DLOG=NLOG for which classes of
languages, machines, and functions the power of nondeterminism and determinism will collapse. Arrows
with no labels denote implications that are trivial, x-SPACE represents here both strong and weak space
complexity classes. (Though Theorems 4.7 and 4.12 were proved for demon machines as well). The
reader may find a few minor differences from the text material above, since the picture reflects proof
techniques rather than theorem statements. For example, the proof of Theorem 4.20b actually shows that
deterministic full space constructibility of sg(n) implies GAP # DLOG, but, using earlier implications,
the statement of the theorem has been reformulated to a more familiar DLOG=NLOG.
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of linear bounded oracle machines, we get a stronger version (civ) O (cii),
presented in Theorem 4.8.
(ci) O (cvi): This implication has been proved in Theorem 4.10, another
variant of Theorem 4.7. Here we use the fact that if a machine has to construct s(n)
for each input of length n, it has to do so for the input 1n. Hence, machines con-
structing functions may be viewed as if they ran on tally inputs only, and therefore
they can be transformed into linear bounded oracle machines.
(cii) O (ci): This implication is proved by Corollaries 4.18 and 4.19, com-
bining two complementary padding techniques for downward and upward transla-
tions, presented in Theorems 4.16 and 4.17, respectively, using a new many-to-one
mapping from unary to binary strings, described in Definition 4.15.
(cvi) O (ci): This is proved in Theorem 4.20, which defines a nondeter-
ministically fully space constructable function sg(n) # O(log log n), such that if
sg(n) were constructible by a deterministic machine, we would have GAP # DLOG.
This implies (ci), by Theorem 3.5. K
Further variations of the powerful Theorem 4.7 have been presented in Sec-
tion 4.3, where it is pointed out that we can replace the tally input assumption in
(cii) by a more liberal notion of languages with bounded information content (cf.
Theorem 4.12).
For a better visual orientation in the proof of the big loop, the reader is referred
to Fig. 2. This diagram shows also some other equivalences, not mentioned in the
Big Loop Theorem explicitly. For example, it is obvious that if nondeterminism and
determinism collapse for SPACE(d n)S( } ), they must also collapse for the restricted
case of SPACE(d n)S( } ) machines recognizing tally inputs. However, the chain of
implications in Fig. 2 shows that the converse is also true; i.e., in SPACE(d n)S( } ),
a collapse on tally inputs is equivalent to the collapse on all inputs.
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